Wide amplitude, DC motor's speed and their facile control cause its great application in industries. Generally the DC motors gain speed by armature voltage control or field control. The suggestion method in this paper is using PSO Algorithm for regulation parameter PID control of DC motors. The Algorithm PSO using by defining the fitness functions so that the minimum error and overshoot design is easy to implement.
Introduction
There are variety methods for Inverted Pendulum control that are presented since now. The presented methods for Inverted Pendulum control are divided generally in three groups. Classic methods The Journal of Mathematics and Computer Science such as PID and PI controllers [1, 2] Modern methods (adaptation-optimum…) [3, 4, 5] Artificial methods such as neural networks and fuzzy and Genetic Algorithm and PSO [6, 7, 8] theory are the presented methods for Inverted Pendulum angle control.
The design method in linear control comprise based on main application the wide span ' of frequency, linear controller has a weak application, because it can't compensate the nonlinear system effect completely.
Model of DC Motor
The direct current motors are different kinds and several methods are presented for controlling of their speed. In this essay DC motor was chosen for speed control and by controlling the supply voltage was controlled it in nominal less speed. The electric circuit of the armature and the free body diagram of the rotor are shown in fig. 1 V t = R a I a + L a dI a dt + E a 1
With the following physical parameters: Block diagram of a DC motor is shown in fig. 2 [8].
Particle swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm
Since the introduction of the particle swarm optimizer by James Kennedy and Russ Eberhart in 1995 [9] , Numerous variations of the basic algorithm have been developed in the literature. Each researcher seems to have a favorite implementation -different population sizes, different neighborhood sizes, and so forth.
In this paper we examine a variety of these choices with the goal of defining a canonical particle swarm optimizer, that is, an off-the shelf algorithm to be used as a good starting point for applying PSO.
The original PSO formulae defined each particle as a potential solution to a problem in D-dimensional space,
With particle i represented Xi=(xi1,xi2,...,xiD). Each particle also maintains a memory of its previous best position, Pi=(pi1,pi2,...,piD), and a velocity along each dimension, represented as Vi=(vi1,vi2,...,viD).At each iteration the P vector of the particle with the best fitness in the local neighborhood, designated g, and the P vector of the current particle are combined to adjust the velocity along each dimension, and that velocity is then used to compute a new position for the particle. The portion of the adjustment to the velocity influenced by the individual's previous best position (P) is considered the cognition component, and the portion influenced by the best in the neighborhood is the social component [10, 11] .
In Kennedy's early versions of the algorithm, these formulae are: vid = vid+j1*rand()*(pid -xid)+j2*rand()*(pgd -xid) (6) xid = xid+vi (7)
Constants j1 and j2 determine the relative influence of the social and cognition components, and are often both set to the same value to give each component (the cognition and social learning rates) equal weight. Angeline, in [1] , calls this the learning rate. A constant, Vmax, was used to arbitrarily limit the velocities of the particles and improve the resolution of the search.
In [9] Eberhart and Shi show that PSO searches wide areas effectively, but tends to lack local search precision.
Their solution in that paper was to introduce w, an inertia factor that dynamically adjusted the velocity over time, gradually focusing the PSO into a local search: vid = w*vid+j1*rand()*(pid -xid)+j2*rand()*(pgd -xid)
More recently, Maurice Clerc has introduced a constriction factor [12] K, that improves PSO's ability to Constrain and control velocities. In [13] , Shi and Eberhart found that K, combined with constraints on Vmax Significantly improved the PSO performance. K is computed as:
Where j=j1+j2,j>4, and the PSO is then:
To test the various parameter settings, we start with the PSO settings Shi and Eberhart used in [13] : 30 particles, j1 and j2 both set to 2.05, Vmax set equal to Xmax, and incorporating Clerc's constriction factor.
We assume, in absence of evidence otherwise, that the neighborhood is global, and particles are updated synchronously (That is, g best is determined between iterations).
At first we control the DC motor by PID controller in fig.3 
